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For over forty years, Geiger International
has pioneered modular wood case-
goods and architectural furnishings for
private offices and commercial interiors.
Petri CaseSystem™ is an extension of 
this commitment. Petri CaseSystem work-
stations deliver modular solutions that
facilitate daily communication and trans-
action between business professionals. 

Able to integrate both functionally and
aesthetically with Petri™ Furnishings as
well as with Geiger’s vast collection of
guest seating and occasional tables,
these products feature the same natural
woods, hand-matched veneers, and join-
ery used in Geiger’s casegoods as well
as the same wide range of edge details,
pulls, corner profiles and base options.
Metal inlay or marquetry are further
options for establishing a unique design
statement. In addition, the wire manage-
ment system allows for multiple electrical
configurations while maintaining an 
organized desk top. 

Petri CaseSystem™ Workstation
Cinnamon Figured Sapele

Flush Pulls



Petri CaseSystem’s flexibility is legendary. Whether through finish details or modularity Geiger’s CaseSystem solution 
offers a broad spectrum of options to the designer. Traditional to contemporary, Petri CaseSystem can encapsulate a corporate 
culture and through innovative project management deliver solutions to enhance work flow and productivity.
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Petri CaseSystem delivers excellent value and return on investment through timeless design, superior materials, and integrated
technology and enhances business transactions with elegant and intelligent product solutions for the modern workplace. For
collaborative and productive environments for knowledge workers, Petri CaseSystem maximizes the return on your investment
with a well-rounded system designed and engineered to stand the test of time.
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